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Thermal control and temperature uniformity are important factors for aerial cameras. This paper describes the
problems with existing systems and introduces modifications. The modifications have improved the temperature
uniformity from 12.8°C to 4.5°C, and they enable images to be obtained at atmospheric and low pressures
(35.4 KPa). First, thermal optical analysis of the camera is performed by using the finite element analysis method.
This modeled the effect of temperature level and temperature gradient on imaging. Based on the results of the
analysis, the corresponding improvements to the thermal control measures are implemented to improve the tem-
perature uniformity. The relationship between the temperature control mode and temperature uniformity is an-
alyzed. The improved temperature field corresponding to the thermal optical analysis is studied. Taking into
account that the convection will be affected by the low pressure, the paper analyzes the thermal control effect,
and imaging results are obtained in low pressure. The experimental results corroborate the analyses. © 2017

Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of aerial cameras is closely related to thermal
control devices [1–3]. Compared to the ground environment,
the aerial camera operates in an atmospheric environment
which is considerably worse. The worsening atmospheric con-
ditions decrease the camera’s performance or even stop it from
working properly. Therefore, effective and reliable thermal
control measures are indispensable in order to obtain high-
precision and high-resolution images [4]. Owing to the increas-
ing requirements on focal length and resolution, aerial cameras
have to raise their requirements on temperature: it has become
inevitable for aerial cameras to carry thermal control devices. In
recent years, the thermal control technique in space has become
relatively mature. The developed thermal control device has
stronger control ability, higher precision, and stronger adapt-
ability, which is also useful in the design of aerial cameras
[5–9]. However, this does not imply that all of the thermal con-
trol devices can be used in aerial cameras [10–12]. The thermal
control devices for aerial cameras must consider both temper-
ature level and temperature uniformity during the transient
change process, otherwise it will affect the imaging quality.
This paper discusses the problems arising from the original

thermal control, analyzes the cause of the problem, and shows
the importance of temperature uniformity. The paper analyzes
the impact of the existing temperature control measures on
temperature uniformity under transient conditions. Finally,
a set of thermal control measures are modified to meet the cam-
era’s demand for temperature control.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PHENOMENA OF AN AERIAL
CAMERA

The camera is a CCD visible light camera. It is used in aviation,
working in the high altitude of the cold environment. Its focal
length is 1.5 m, which is very sensitive to temperature.

To adapt to the cold environment of aviation, a thermal
control system was implemented in the aerial camera. The sys-
tem consisted of heating films, temperature sensors, and tem-
perature control boards. The heating films were attached to
thin-walled components; the temperature sensors measured
the temperatures and provided feedback; the temperature con-
trol boards controlled the heating temperature of the films
based on the feedback. When the measured temperature was
lower than the target, the film heated; when the measured tem-
perature was higher than the target, the film stopped heating.
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The heating film was uniformly attached to the thin wall, and
the temperature sensor was attached to the edge of the films, as
shown in Fig. 1. Table 1 shows the distribution and power of
the heating film.

During the ground test, it was found that the low temper-
ature environment reduced the quality of the camera’s image.
The specific test procedure was as follows: the camera (initial
temperature 20°C) was placed in a −30°C aviation environment
simulation chamber. Using the reflector at the bottom of the
chamber, the camera photographed the target on the collimator
10 m away from the reflector, as shown in Fig. 2. The camera
began to cool down due to the external environment. When the
temperature was below 20°C, the thermal control system began
to work and maintained all temperature sensors at the temper-
ature level of 20°C. Table 2 reports the temperature of each
point in the camera. The data in Table 2 shows that the mea-
sured temperature was within the desired range. However, the
image quality of the target was not ideal when the thermal
control system was on. When the thermal control system
was shut down, the image quality improved, indicating a

negative role of the thermal control system in the photographic
process.

Figure 3, which shows the target, confirms the above con-
jecture. The three images of Fig. 3 are obtained under different
conditions for the same target, which consists of 25 sets of black
and white stripes of different widths between 10 μm and
40 μm, with each set including four different orientations.
The imaging effect is judged by distinguishing the stripes.
Figure 3(a) shows an image obtained by the camera under
the design temperature conditions (20°C�2°C). At the bottom
of the figure, from left to right, are groups 1 to 5. On the right-
hand side, from bottom to top, are groups 5 to 9. The group
numbers in the figure are reversed, and the 3rd and 7th groups
are not marked. In Fig. 3(a), the direction of the set of stripes
in group 7 can be distinguished. (The index requirement is to
distinguish the direction of the stripes in the 5th group).
Figure 3(b) was obtained with the camera in the aviation
environment simulation chamber of −30°C after the thermal

Fig. 1. Heating film and temperature sensor.

Table 1. Distribution and Power of the Heating Film

Distribution Size (mm) Number Power (W)

Primary mirror holder 100 × 40 3 15
Secondary mirror holder Φ80 1 20
Main tube (X axis) 600 × 100 4 60
Main tube (Y axis) 100 × 100 8 32

Fig. 2. Layout of the experimental device on the ground simulation test.

Table 2. Temperature of Each Point Under the Original
Thermal Control Condition

Sensor Location Temperature (°C)

Primary mirror 19.3
Secondary mirror 18.2
Third mirror 19.8
Primary mirror holder 20.3
Secondary mirror holder 20.1
Lens barrel 21.3

Fig. 3. Images of target under different conditions. (a) Design tem-
perature condition. (b) At low temperatures with original thermal con-
trol. (c) At low temperatures without thermal control.
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control system had been running for 40 min. The image quality
is very poor and none of the set of stripes can be resolved.
Figure 3(c) was obtained after the thermal control system
was shut down and the camera cooled down for 20 min in
the chamber. The direction of the 2nd group of stripes could
just about be determined. The image quality is not as good as in
Fig. 3(a), but better than that in Fig. 3(b).

3. IMAGING PHENOMENON ANALYSIS

Although all of the test temperature levels are within the design
range, the image is still blurry [Fig. 3(b)]. This is due to uneven
temperature.

A. Influence of Temperature Level and Temperature
Gradient on Imaging
Researching temperature effects on imaging systems involves a
number of subjects, such as mechanics, thermotics, and optics.
For an optical device used for imaging, a temperature change
will affect its surface shapes and its refractive index. For the
support structure which does not directly participate in imag-
ing, the change of temperature will make its shape change, and
at the same time generate stress acting on the optical devices,
hence causing a change in the strain of the optical device, in its
position, and its surface shape. All of these will affect the im-
aging process [13].

In order to analyze these effects, the system needs to be an-
alyzed by using thermal optics [14]. The process can be out-
lined as follows. (1) Establish the finite element mechanical
model for the whole system; (2) import the temperature level
and temperature gradient and analyze changes of stress and dis-
placement of each node under the conditions; (3) bring the
changes of surface shape and refractive index involved in im-
aging into the optical model after some corresponding conver-
sions; and (4) analyze their influence on imaging.

In this system, a temperature level difference of 20°C (design
temperature is 20°C and a field temperature of 0°C is adopted)
and a temperature gradient (axial temperature difference) of
20°C are used. After finite element modeling and mechanical
analysis (by using software NX-nastran), the nodal displace-
ment of the optical surface is brought into the optical analysis
software (CODE V) for optical analysis. Third-order aberra-
tions of the system are obtained under two temperature
fields, respectively. The analysis results are shown in
Table 3. Table 3(a) shows the effect of temperature level differ-
ence (0°C) on the system. Each line represents an optical sur-
face; the first three lines are the main mirror, secondary mirror,
and third mirror, respectively. The secondary mirror is an aper-
ture stop. The next 10 lines are the optical surfaces of the
redressing lens in the lens barrel. The last line of data contains
the third-order aberrations produced by the superposition of all
the surfaces of the system. SA, TCO, TAS, and SAS represent
spherical aberration, coma, meridional image power, and sag-
ittal image power, respectively. From these data it can be seen
that the main sources of aberration are the primary mirror
and the secondary mirror. The system is affected by spherical
aberration and a small amount of coma (shown by the Seidel
coefficient numbers in the red box, −2.62 and 0.42, respec-
tively). Table 3(b) shows the effect of temperature gradient

on the system. The system has spherical aberration and coma
(−2.62 and 1.64, respectively). Therefore, changes in temper-
ature level and temperature gradient will both introduce spheri-
cal aberration to the system, while changes in temperature
gradient will additionally introduce significant amounts of
coma. The system has an auto-focus function which can par-
tially compensate for the spherical aberration; however, this
does not improve coma. Therefore, the level of coma deter-
mines the imaging quality of the system. This means that
the system is more sensitive to changes in temperature gradient
than in the temperature level. Table 3 compares the effect of
temperature level difference and temperature gradient on the
optical system, and the main difference is in the coma (TCO).

B. Analysis of the Transient Temperature Field for
the Camera
Based on the camera’s finite element thermal model, the sim-
ulation analysis has been done according to the existing con-
ditions of thermal control. The transient thermal analysis
considers the factors of conduction, convection, and radiation.
Figure 4 shows the temperature distribution after 40 min. The
temperature values are on the right side, and the unit is °C. It
can be seen from the numerals that the temperature distribu-
tion is not uniform. The maximum temperature is 21.5°C, the
minimum temperature is 8.7°C, and the maximum tempera-
ture difference is 12.8°C. The temperature inhomogeneity is
mainly concentrated in the main tube and lens barrel.
Table 4 is the theoretical analysis of the temperature of each

Table 3. Analysis of Third-Order Aberrations

SA TCO TAS SAS

(a) Temperature level difference of 20°C
1 −5.097138 0.835460 −0.040494 −0.010064
STO 2.477660 −0.426739 0.016333 0.000000
3 0.059987 −0.022638 0.002609 0.000711
4 0.016421 0.007955 0.001457 0.000601
5 0.050710 0.099392 0.074688 0.031396
6 −0.018237 −0.048523 −0.048741 −0.020051
7 −0.239838 −0.164970 −0.043400 −0.018184
8 0.003780 0.018761 0.021384 0.000694
9 −0.005835 0.015879 −0.007361 0.002242
10 0.141540 0.087551 0.021507 0.009472
11 −0.005124 0.013477 −0.007936 −0.000059
12 0.015776 −0.010174 0.002187 0.000729
13 −0.015437 0.009955 −0.002140 −0.000713
SUM −2.615735 0.415387 −0.009907 −0.003226
(b) Temperature gradient of 20°C
1 −5.097138 3.302527 −0.632756 −0.157252
STO 2.477660 −1.686876 0.255219 0.000000
3 0.059987 −0.089486 0.040768 0.011103
4 0.016421 0.031444 0.022769 0.009390
5 0.050710 0.392892 1.167054 0.490591
6 −0.018237 −0.191807 −0.761613 −0.313311
7 −0.239838 −0.652115 −0.678163 −0.284143
8 0.003780 0.074160 0.334146 0.010847
9 −0.005835 0.062769 −0.115021 0.035028
10 0.141540 0.346086 0.336063 0.148012
11 −0.005124 0.053273 −0.124013 −0.000920
12 0.015776 −0.040217 0.034175 0.011392
13 −0.015437 0.039352 −0.033440 −0.011147
SUM −2.615735 1.642001 −0.154811 −0.050412
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point in the camera; the data here show little difference from
the actual test results in Table 2. The data in Table 4 in
Table 2. It can be seen that there is between them. Thus it
can be seen that although the values of the temperature sensors
are all at about 20°C, the overall system temperature is not uni-
form. Table 5 and Fig. 5 show the third-order aberration analy-
sis and MTF in this state, respectively. It can be seen that
aberrations are mainly generated by the primary mirror and
the secondary mirror (the 1st line and 2nd line). Spherical aber-
ration and coma are the most significant third-order aberrations
in the system. According to the finite element analysis, the

temperature level changes will cause the main tube expansion
or contraction, thus causing changes of relative distance be-
tween the main mirror and second mirror, which can cause
spherical aberration. The temperature gradient will cause defor-
mation of the main tube itself, leading to a relative change of
distance and tilt between the primary mirror and secondary mir-
ror, which are connected via the main tube. This produces
spherical aberration and coma. Coma cannot be compensated
for by the system. Therefore, the inhomogeneity of the temper-
ature affects the camera’s imaging. Table 5 and Fig. 5 show the
system’s three order aberrations and MTF under the condition of
obtaining Fig. 3(b), respectively. Because of the uneven temper-
ature, the system produces a corresponding amount of spherical
aberration and coma which cannot be compensated for.

4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEMPERATURE
CONTROL MODE AND TEMPERATURE
UNIFORMITY

This section focuses on the relationship between temperature
uniformity and two common aviation thermal control modes
in the transient process.

A. Changing Temperature by Heating Films on the
Thin Wall Plate
A heating film is attached to a thin wall plate. For a given target
heating temperature, the film heats when the heating zone’s
temperature is below the target; the film stops heating when
the temperature reaches the target. Temperature sensors pro-
vide feedback.

When the plate is heated, it can be considered isothermal
along the direction of its thickness and the heating film area
has a uniform heat flow. By ignoring the effects of convection
and radiation, the system can be regarded as a two-dimensional
unstable heat transfer process. If the film edge is adiabatic, the
temperature of the entire area will increase uniformly. No tem-
perature difference will occur. In practice, however, the film
edge will never be adiabatic (for example, the heating area is
not fully covered by the thin wall plate). Heat flow and heat

Fig. 4. Analysis of temperature distribution at 40 min. Right:
Values in degrees Celsius.

Table 4. Analyzed Temperature of Each Point

Sensor Location Analytical Temperature (°C)

Primary mirror 19.0
Secondary mirror 17.6
Third mirror 19.7
Primary mirror holder 20.1
Secondary mirror holder 20.7
Lens barrel 21.4

Table 5. Third-Order Aberration Analysis in Original
Thermal Control State

SA TCO TAS SAS

1 −5.097138 1.981388 −0.227762 −0.056603
STO 2.477660 −1.012060 0.091867 0.000000
3 0.059987 −0.053688 0.014675 0.003997
4 0.016421 0.018865 0.008196 0.003380
5 0.050710 0.235720 0.420085 0.176590
6 −0.018237 −0.115077 −0.274145 −0.112777
7 −0.239838 −0.391244 −0.244107 −0.102278
8 0.003780 0.044493 0.120277 0.003904
9 −0.005835 0.037659 −0.041402 0.012608
10 0.141540 0.207638 0.120967 0.053277
11 −0.005124 0.031962 −0.044639 −0.000331
12 0.015776 −0.024129 0.012301 0.004100
13 −0.015437 0.023610 −0.012037 −0.004012
SUM −2.615735 0.985136 −0.055725 −0.018146

Fig. 5. MTF in original thermal control state.
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loss are always present, that is heat will flow to the outer edge.
In the entire system, heat will radically flow from the center of
the heating zone to the periphery as shown in Fig. 6.

During the heating process, there will be temperature
differences between the central region and the edge that can
be analyzed by the micro-element method. Since the entire re-
gion is symmetrical, the analysis is illustrated in one direction.
Suppose that a coordinate is set up with the center point being
the origin and the edge point denoted as point L. The heat
flows from the point of origin to the edge points. According to
the relationship between the thermal resistance and heat flow,
the temperature difference between the center and the edge re-
gion can be expressed as [15]

ΔT � 1

k · A

Z
L

0

qx · dx; (1)

where ΔT is the temperature difference; qx is the heat flow
in the axial direction of the segment dx; k is the material’s
heat transfer coefficient; and A is plate’s cross-sectional area
perpendicular to the axial direction.

Equation (1) shows that the temperature difference is asso-
ciated with the following factors: (a) the distance between the
center and the edge, (b) heating power (heat flow), and (c) the
thin wall plate’s heat transfer coefficient. For example, when
the heating film of the same size is attached to a Titanium
Alloy plate (TC4, with the size 200 mm × 200 mm and a wall
thickness of 5 mm), with a heating power of 50 W, the temper-
ature difference between the center and the edge can reach
4°C–5°C in the heating transient process. The following mea-
sures can be adopted to reduce the temperature difference:
(a) decrease the distance from the edge to the center by reduc-
ing the size of the heating film; this can be achieved by splitting
the large heating film into several small pieces and controlling
them individually; (b) reduce the power of the heating film; and
(c) increase the heat transfer coefficient of the thin wall plate.

B. Changing Temperature by Fluid Circulation’s
Convection
The fluid’s convection heat transfer consists of liquid con-
vection and gas convection. Liquid has a stronger capacity of
convection heat transfer and is often associated with denser
pipeline systems. It can be used in places with large amount
of heat (such as CCD, high density electronic devices, etc.)

As shown in Fig. 7, it is assumed that the pipes through
which the liquid flows are evenly arranged on the thin wall
plate. The thin wall plate can be considered isothermal along
the direction of its thickness. Convection is generated between
the liquid and the pipes. The pipes and thin wall plate exchange
heat by conduction. Since the liquid is usually enclosed and
circulating and the terminal will ensure a constant temperature
for the liquid, the temperature of the liquid can be considered
to be constant throughout the process. In the transient heat
transfer process, the maximum temperature difference of the
thin wall plate occurs between points a and b. Equation (1) is
still applicable in this case. Therefore, in the process of changing
temperature, the temperature difference is associated with the
following factors: (a) the distance between a and b; (b) the con-
vection heat transfer capability (heat flow in the formula); and
(c) the heat transfer coefficient of the thin wall plate. The follow-
ing measures can be adopted to reduce the temperature differ-
ence: (a) a denser arrangement of the piping system (increasing
the convection heat transfer area); (b) a lower convection heat
transfer capability; and (c) a higher heat transfer coefficient of
the thin wall plate. Gas convection is usually performed in the
whole cavity. Compared to liquid convection, it usually has a
larger area of convection and relatively weak exchange capacity.
Thus, gas convection has better temperature uniformity.

5. IMPROVEMENT OF THERMAL CONTROL
MEASURES

Temperature uniformity plays a very important role in imaging
by aerial remote sensors. This section makes some corrections
based on the original thermal control system which could meet
the demand of imaging. According to Section 4, the corrections
are as follows.

(a) Reduce the power of each piece of heating film (using the
PID control mode to reduce the power down to 50%), which
therefore increases the temperature uniformity of the heating
area during the transient heating period;
(b) increase several small convection thermal control devices in
different areas of the camera. This can change the original natu-
ral convection into forced convection, and hence increase the
temperature uniformity; and

Fig. 6. Heat flow diagram of heating film.

Fig. 7. Heat flow diagram of fluid convection.
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(c) increase the outer insulation layer, which can reduce the
impact of the external environment.

A. Small Convection Thermal Control Devices
The device uses a thermoelectric chip as the core and achieves
the heat transfer by air convection. As shown in Fig. 8, the
device consists of a thermoelectric chip, insulation pads, heat
sinks, and fans. The device is vertically symmetrical. The
thermoelectric chip is in the center of the device, with a fan
at both ends. The middle edge is connected to the outer wall
of the camera. The thermoelectric chip generates hot and cold
ends due to the Pelletier effect. Both ends are connected to heat
sinks. Fans are used to enhance the surrounding convection.
The direction of the current can be changed to swap the cold
and hot sides, allowing a dual function of heating or cooling the
target. Table 6 shows the parameters of the thermoelectric chip
and fan. A total of five devices are added inside the camera.
They work together with the heating film. Two are arranged
around the main tube to ensure the main optical system’s uni-
form temperature, one is arranged around the lens barrel to
meet the demand of temperature uniformity, and the other
two are arranged in the outer frame to improve the temperature
distribution of the camera body, providing a better environ-
ment for the optical system.

B. Temperature Field and Third-Order Aberrations
After the Corrections of Thermal Control Measures
The thermal input and thermal boundary conditions are ad-
justed according to the thermal control measures’ corrections.
The rest of the thermal boundary conditions are the same as
in Section 3.B. Transient thermal analysis is then carried out
on the camera. Figure 9 shows the temperature distribution: the

maximum temperature is 17.8°C, the minimum temperature is
14.8°C, and the maximum temperature difference is 3.0°C.
After thermal optical analysis, the third-order aberrations for
the system and MTF have been obtained at this state. The re-
sults of the analysis are shown in Table 7 and Fig. 10, showing
that coma has decreased. Table 7 and Fig. 10 show the system’s
three order aberrations and MTF under the condition of modi-
fied thermal control measures, respectively. The coma has cor-
respondingly reduced. The MTF can achieve a relative ideal
state through focusing.

C. Experimental Verification
The imaging effect of the camera with the modified thermal con-
trol system as described in Section 5.B has been verified exper-
imentally. The camera was placed in the −30°C environment,
and then the thermal control system operated for 40 min.
The image was obtained and shown in Fig. 11(b). The direction
of the 5th group of lines can be resolved. This proves the

Fig. 8. Composition diagram of the device.

Table 6. Parameters of the Thermoelectric Chip and Fan

Fan Thermoelectric Chip

Rated Voltage (V) 12 12
Operating Voltage (V) 7 ∼ 13.8 8.6 ∼ 15.4
Rated Current (A) 0.1 2.1
Max. Airflow (CFM) 8.0 —
Power (W) 1.2 25.2
Size(mm) 40 × 40 × 28 30 × 30 × 4

Fig. 9. Temperature distribution after modified thermal control
measures. As can be seen from the temperature value on the right side,
the temperature distribution is relatively uniform; the maximum tem-
perature difference is 3°C.

Table 7. Third-Order Aberration Analysis After Modified
Thermal Control Measures

SA TCO TAS SAS

1 −5.097138 0.264176 −0.004049 −0.001006
STO 2.477660 −0.134936 0.001633 0.000000
3 0.059987 −0.007158 0.000261 0.000071
4 0.016421 0.002515 0.000146 0.000060
5 0.050710 0.031428 0.007468 0.003139
6 −0.018237 −0.015343 −0.004873 −0.002005
7 −0.239838 −0.052164 −0.004339 −0.001818
8 0.003780 0.005932 0.002138 0.000069
9 −0.005835 0.005021 −0.000736 0.000224
10 0.141540 0.027684 0.002150 0.000947
11 −0.005124 0.004261 −0.000794 −0.000006
12 0.015776 −0.003217 0.000219 0.000073
13 −0.015437 0.003148 −0.000214 −0.000071
SUM −2.615735 0.131347 −0.000991 −0.000323
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effectiveness of the improved thermal control system. It can be
seen that the new thermal control system has played a good role
in imaging from the comparison between Figs. 11(b) and 11(c).

6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRESSURE
CHANGES AND CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER
CAPABILITY

Aerial remote sensors work at a high altitude. The atmospheric
pressure decreases with increasing height. If the remote sensor is

not sealed, the internal pressure will decrease, which lowers the
convection heat transfer capacity.

A. Analysis of the Convection Heat Transfer
Capacity
The degree of weakened convection due to falling pressure
could be measured by the convection heat transfer coefficient.

For both laminar and turbulent flow, the convection heat
transfer coefficient can be expressed as [15]

h � kf
l
·Nu; (2)

where kf is the conductivity, l is convection length, and Nu is
the Nusselt coefficient.

The Nusselt coefficient is a function of the Prandtl number
and the Reynolds number. The Prandtl number of air is usually
about 0.7 and can be approximately regarded as a constant.
Then the Nusselt number is only a function of the Reynolds
number. Most of the internal and external flow’s heat transfer
can expressed as [15]

Nu � C1�Re�n; (3)

where C1 is a constant,

h � kf
l
Nu � C1

kf
l

�
ρul
μ

�
n
; (4)

where u is speed, ν is kinematic viscosity, μ is dynamic viscosity,
and ρ is density. n varies between 0.5 and 0.8. Dynamic vis-
cosity μ and thermal conductivity kf of air are mainly related to
temperature.

For the ideal gas,

pV � RgT ; (5)

where Rg is the gas constant, R is molar gas constant value,
R � 8.314, M is gas molar mass, p is pressure, T is temper-
ature, and V is specific volume, which is the reciprocal of den-
sity ρ. From Eq. (5):

ρ � p
RgT

: (6)

If only pressure changes in the convection process, with
temperature and speed unchanged, Eqs. (4)–(6) result in

h1
h2

�
�
p1
p2

�
n
: (7)

If the original pressure p1 drops to p2, let P � p2
p1

and the
convection heat transfer coefficient ratio H � h2

h1
. Equation (7)

provides the relationship between the pressure ratio and the
convection heat transfer coefficient ratio. Owing to different
degrees of laminar flow or turbulent flow, n has a different
range. The shaded area in Fig. 12 represents this relationship.

Figure 12 shows that the convection heat transfer coefficient
decreases with pressure but at a slower rate compared to the
reduction of pressure.

For example, the pressure at the altitude of 8 km is reduced
to 35.1% of the original pressure on the ground, but the con-
vection heat transfer capability decreases to about 43.3%–
59.2% of the original level on the ground.

Fig. 10. MTF after modified thermal control measures.

Fig. 11. Image under the condition of improved thermal control sys-
tem. (a) Design temperature condition. (b) At low temperatures with
new thermal control. (c) At low temperatures without thermal control.
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B. Temperature Field and Third-Order Aberration in
Low Pressure
The thermal boundary conditions are the same as those in
Section 3.B, except that the pressure is 35.1% of atmospheric
pressure (35.4 KPa). The temperature field of the camera is ob-
tained by the finite element thermal analysis method. Figure 13
shows the temperature distribution at 40 min. The maximum
temperature is 18.4°C, the minimum temperature is 13.9°C,
and the maximum temperature difference is 4.5°C. The
third-order aberration analysis results and MTF are shown
in Table 8 and Fig. 14, respectively. Table 8 and Fig. 14 show
the system’s three order aberrations and MTF with new thermal
control measures under the condition of low pressure, respec-
tively. The coma is slightly larger than in Table 7 and the
MTF’s value is slightly less than in Fig. 10 at 62.5 lp∕mm.

C. Imaging Verification at Low Pressure
The experiment is carried out according to the conditions in
Section 5.C. Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show images obtained under the conditions of normal pressure and low pressure, re-

spectively. They are both relatively clear. It can be concluded
that low pressure has little effect on the image quality under
these conditions.

Fig. 12. Relationship diagram of pressure ratio and heat transfer
coefficient ratio.

Fig. 13. Temperature distribution at 40 min with low pressure.
The maximum temperature difference is 4.5°C. It is larger than in
normal pressure (3.0°C).

Table 8. Third-Order Aberration with Low Pressure

SA TCO TAS SAS

1 −5.097138 0.330220 −0.006326 −0.001572
STO 2.477660 −0.168671 0.002552 0.000000
3 0.059987 −0.008948 0.000408 0.000111
4 0.016421 0.003144 0.000228 0.000094
5 0.050710 0.039285 0.011668 0.004905
6 −0.018237 −0.019179 −0.007615 −0.003132
7 −0.239838 −0.065205 −0.006780 −0.002841
8 0.003780 0.007415 0.003341 0.000108
9 −0.005835 0.006276 −0.001150 0.000350
10 0.141540 0.034605 0.003360 0.001480
11 −0.005124 0.005327 −0.001240 −0.000009
12 0.015776 −0.004021 0.000342 0.000114
13 −0.015437 0.003935 −0.000334 −0.000111
SUM −2.615735 0.164184 −0.001548 −0.000504

Fig. 14. MTF with low pressure.

Fig. 15. Images under the conditions of normal pressure and low
pressure, respectively. (a) and (b) are images obtained from the same
target in a low temperature environment with new thermal control
devices working, under normal and low pressure, respectively. Both
of them can distinguish the 5th group of stripes.
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7. SUMMARY

Thermal control devices are an indispensable part of aerial
remote sensors. This paper verified the importance of temper-
ature uniformity and improved thermal control measures to
ensure the temperature uniformity. The experimental results
show that the modified measures are able to meet the temper-
ature requirement of the remote sensor at both atmospheric
pressure and low pressure conditions.
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